Events and Conferences

Get funding from the EU online course
Dates: August 27 – September 10, 2015
Location: Online

Advanced learning session on humanitarian principles
Date: September 1, 2015
Location: PHAP Online Learning Series

Introduction to International Human Rights at Fordham Law School
Date: September 1, 2015 12:30 PM - 1:30PM
Location: Room 4-09, Fordham Law School, 150 W. 62nd St. New York, NY 10023

Encountering Perpetrators of Mass Killings, Political Violence and Genocide
Dates: September 1-3, 2015
Location: University of Winchester

Global Connections: Critical Holocaust Education in a Time of Transition
Dates: September 1 - 3, 2015
Location: University of Victoria, BC (Canada)

Cologne Summer School: “Memory culture and politics of memory in postconflict societies of the Global South”
Dates: September 5-12, 2015
Location: Cologne University, Cologne, Germany

Women Mobilizing Memory: Collaboration and Co-Resistance
Date: September 10, 2015 9:30AM-6:00PM
Location: Buell Hall, Columbia University, NY

Film Screening: Soft Vengeance
Date: September 24, 2015 5:00 PM - 7:00 PM
Location: Room 3-04, Fordham Law School, 150 W. 62nd St. New York, NY 10023

XI World Conference of Mediation and the I National Congress on Peacemaking (WMC 2015)
Date: September 21 – 26, 2015
Location: Lima, Peru
Translating Memory Across the Disciplines  
Dates: October 8-9, 2015  
Location: SUNY New Paltz

The Politics of Victimhood in Conflict Resolution  
Date: November 6, 2015  
Location: Center for Narrative and Conflict Resolution, School for Conflict Analysis and Resolution, George Mason University, Arlington, VA

The Politics of Memory: Victimization, Violence and Contested Narratives of the Past  
Dates: December 3-5, 2015  
Location: Columbia University, NY

Calls for Papers

CFP: Workshop on Monitoring of Complementarity and Cooperation  
Deadline: August 22, 2015

CFP: Legitimacy of the Nuremberg Principles in the Islamic world  
Deadline: August 28, 2015

CFP: The Politics of Victimhood in Conflict Resolution  
Deadline: September 1, 2015

Deadline: September 15, 2015

CFP: Symposium: Police Militarization, Peace Review  
Deadline: January 15, 2016

CFP: Dialogues on Historical Justice and Memory Network Working Paper (WP) Series  
Deadline: Rolling

Opportunities and Announcements

Opportunities

CFA: Lecturer in Law, Transitional Justice Institute, Ulster University  
Ref: 1484986  
Deadline: August 20, 2015

CFA: Research Consultant, SOA Watch  
Deadline: August 21, 2015

CFA: Head of Office Position in Lubumbashi (Democratic Republic of Congo, Katanga Province)  
Deadline: August 25, 2015

CFA: Head of Office, Justice and Reconciliation Project, Gulu  
Deadline: August 30, 2015

CFA: Documentation Officer, Justice and Reconciliation Project, Gulu
Deadline: August 30, 2015

CFA: Monitoring and Evaluation Officer, Justice and Reconciliation Project, Gulu
Deadline: August 30, 2015

CFA: Robert Bosch Academy Research Fellowship “Dealing with the Past”
Deadline: August 31, 2015

The Robert Bosch Academy in Berlin is now offering in-residence Research Fellowship on the topic “Dealing with the Past”. Dealing with a legacy of gross human rights violations is one of the greatest challenges societies are facing in the aftermath of violent conflict. The Robert Bosch Stiftung has been engaged for many years in projects that are supporting dealing with the past, historical dialogue, documentation and memorialization in (post-)conflict and post-authoritarian societies around the globe. The Research Fellowship offers scholars and experts a six months research leave.

CFA: DAAD/AICGS Research Fellowship
Deadline: August 31, 2015

CFA: ICRtoP Social Media Coordinator & Blogger
Deadline: August 31, 2015

CFA: Call for Photography Submissions: Images of Inequality: seeing disparity through a human rights lens: Center for Human Rights and Global Justice at NYU School of Law
Deadline: September 9, 2015

CFA: Research Associate, Transitional Justice Institute, Ulster University Ref: 1484984
Deadline: September 11, 2015

CFA: Lecturer in Law, Transitional Justice Institute, Ulster University Ref: 1484985
Deadline: September 11, 2015

CFA: Tenure-Track Faculty Positions in the School of International Service, American University
Deadline: September 15, 2015

CFA: The Dart Center for Journalism and Trauma Ochberg Fellowship
Deadline: September 28, 2015

CFA: Chair in Peace Studies and Director of Peace Studies Program, Chapman University
Deadline: September 30, 2015

CFA: Stipendien Menschenrechte im 20. Jahrhundert
Deadline: October 1, 2015

CFA: Alan R. and Barbara D. Finberg Fellowship: Human Rights Watch
Deadline: October 8, 2015

CFA: A Research Introduction to the Holocaust in the Soviet Union
Deadline: October 11, 2015

CFA: Associate Professor/Professor of Global Governance and Human Security, University of Massachusetts Boston
Deadline: October 15, 2015

CFA: CFR 2016–2017 International Affairs Fellowship
Deadline: October 31, 2015

**CFA: 2015-16 Dorot Public Interest Fellowship: Alliance for Justice (Washington, DC)**
Deadline: November 18, 2015

**CFA: 2016 International Law Fellowship Programme**
Deadline: December 1, 2015

**CFA: Weatherhead Initiative on Global History Fellowship**
Deadline: December 15, 2015

Announcements

- Invitation to participate in Research Project: Transitional Justice as a Travelling Norm. On the Influence of Local Concepts on Global Ideas
- Report on Asia Exchange Meeting ‘Memory for Change’
- Annual Report 2015 of the Network of Concerned Historians
- Archive of political apologies
- Request for information about best practices in the field of historical dialogue
- Database of Researchers in Historical Dialogue, Transitional Justice and Memory
- Archive on the Legacy of Conflict in South Asia

Scholarship

Book Reviews

- Katherine Smits’s review of Mihaela Mihai and Mathias Thaler (eds.)(2014), On the Uses and Abuses of Political Apologies. This broad-ranging collection is accessible to students, but offers challenges to scholars of political apologies.
- Maria Theresia Starzmann’s review of Aleida Assmann (2013), *Das neue Unbehagen an der Erinnerungskultur: Eine Intervention*.
- Valentina Pisanty’s review of Patrizia Violi (2014), *Paesaggi della memoria: il trauma, lo spazio, la storia.* (Landscapes of Memory: Trauma, Space, History).

Books for Review

Working Papers


Recent and Forthcoming Publications


Online Resources

- Political Apologies Archive
- Latin American Transitional Justice Network
- New Research Network on Memory and Identity